2.2 LINIT product range

Obviously, from a certain minimum requirement quantity, it is also possible to add your desired decor into LINIT channel shaped glass. When planning this, appropriate development
times and costs must be observed.
The extent to which the various LINIT types fulfil country-specific building regulations (e.g. authorisations etc.) can be found at www.lamberts.info or from
our sales personnel.
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The tolerance of the above given dimensions are in compliance with the specifications of the EN
572, if not otherwise specified in the respective Lamberts’ product specification.
Explanation of abbreviations:
NP (Normal Production):
The > types marked with “NP” are manufactured regularly, as standard, in short
intervals between the production runs and are mostly kept in stock, as demand permits.
SP 1 (Special Production):
The > types marked with “SP 1” are usually manufactured in regular special
productions. These are, however, only possible when the order is for a certain minimum quantity,
or, if the minimum quantity is fallen short of, the order can be directly combined with the basic
normal production “NP” and other special orders “SP 1”. These products are usually kept in stock
in smaller quantities.
SP 2 (Special Production):
The > Types marked with “SP 2” are manufactured in infrequent special production runs (approx. two to three times a year). These can only be performed when the order is for a
certain minimum quantity or, if the minimum quantity is fallen short of, the order can be directly
combined with the first Special production “SP 1” and other special orders “SP 2”.
SP 3 (Special Production):
The > Types marked with “SP 3” are manufactured in extremely seldom special
production runs (usually maximum once a year). These are only possible when the order is for a
certain minimum quantity or, if the minimum quantity is fallen short of, the order can be directly
combined with other special orders “SP 3”.
If you are interested in > glass types of the “SP” category, we request that the
planner should consult us in due time prior to the tender and that the general contractor should
consult us in due time prior to submission of a bid or before accepting an order, in order to determine whether sufficient quantities are in stock from previous productions, and can be used for
the respective order, or whether the defined minimum order quantities for the respective special
production are met.
Spare quantities for any breakage or repairs must be accounted for by the customer in the order
quantity.
A subsequent production is only possible when the required minimum production quantities are
reached again (for information concerning a concrete project case please contact our sales
personnel).
Under certain conditions it is possible to make reservations, especially for rarer special productions “SP 2” and “SP 3”!
For all other LINIT types that are not explicitly listed in the table or not marked with an abbreviation
“NP” or “SP” it must be clarified in advance as to whether these are technically and/or commercially feasible. This must be clarified by the planner in due time prior to the tender and by the
general contractor prior to the submission of a bid or acceptance of an order.
The above specifications on Normal and Special Productions relate to average demand situations and are only for basic orientation regarding possible constellation and availability.
In the case of concrete projects, however the respective product availability as well as delivery
times must be clarified by the planner in due time prior to the tender and by the general contractor prior to the submission of a bid or acceptance of an order.
The company Glasfabrik < GmbH & Co. KG reserves the right to change the range of
products without prior announcement!
All details are subject to correction and on basis of our General Business Terms and Conditions
and Technical Delivery Terms!

